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WENDY MORRIS – FAR FROM KIMBERLEY, PRESS OVERVIEW

Translated extracts

Scroll down for original version in Dutch 

Trouw, Dutch newspaper
Henny de Lange, ‘Corn cob becomes hand grenade’, June 11, 2010
-‘Almost two centuries of African-European relations pass by in the exhibition and offer a 
surprising view on South Africa.’
-‘It is beautiful how Morris succeeds in setting her family history into a wider context 
thereby offering us a different view on the history of South Africa.’ 

De Roskam, regional newspaper
Jet van der Sluis, ‘Moving images to dwell upon in Roombeek’, June 25, 2010
-‘a marvelous exhibition’
-‘Morris manages to unite the history of South Africa and her and our petite histoire with her 
enchanting animations.’
-‘That blending of the individual story with the larger narrative is very contemporary, 
the ingenious manner in which Morris tells her history makes her work exceptional and 
fascinating.’ 
-‘The detailed picture of her harsh homeland prompts a curiosity in us as viewers into our 
own roots. Beside the drawing, Wendy Morris masters the art of breathing life into the past, 
literally animating the past.’ 
-‘Allow yourself to be seduced and enchanted in Enschede by these personal comments 
on the history of that vast country.’

Tubantia, regional newspaper
Herman Haverkate, ‘Wendy Morris and the distance between Enschede and South-Africa’, 
June 3, 2010
-‘An exhibition full of melancholy and intriguing images from her family history.’
-‘The animations of Morris are fascinating. Images change before your eyes, are torn down 
and rebuilt.’
- ‘The corresponding sounds fill the exhibition space: soldier songs, marching music, the 
buzzing of a fly.’
-‘Vague images from a distant past that – thanks to Morris – are brought instantly closer. 
The similarities between the history of Europe and Africa appear to be considerable. 
Enschede is far from Kimberley, indeed, but after this exhibition a little less than before.’ 

Museumtijdschrift, Dutch art magazine
‘Wendy Morris’, no. 5, July/August 2010
Informative article. 

http://www.trouw.nl
http://www.roskam.nl
http://www.tubantia.nl
http://www.museumtijdschrift.nl
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